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This paper analyzes the problem of learning the structure of a Bayes net in the theoretical
framework of Gold’s learning paradigm. Bayes nets are one of the most prominent for-
malisms for knowledge representation and probabilistic and causal reasoning. We follow
constraint-based approaches to learning Bayes net structure, where learning is based on
observed conditional dependencies and independencies between variables of interest (e.g.,
the data are of the form “X is dependent on Y given any assignment to variables S" or of the
form “X is independent of Y given any assignment to variables S"). Applying learning criteria
in this model leads to the following results. (1) The mind change complexity of identifying
a Bayes net graph over variables V from either dependency data or from independency

data are
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, the maximum number of edges. (2) There is a unique fastest mind-change

optimal Bayes net learner for either data type; convergence speed is evaluated using Gold’s
dominance notion of “uniformly faster convergence”. For dependency data, the optimal
learner conjectures a graph if it is the unique Bayes net pattern that satisfies the observed
dependencies with a minimum number of edges, and outputs “no guess” otherwise. For
independency data, the optimal learner conjectures a graph if it is the unique Bayes net
pattern that satisfies the observed dependencies with a maximum number of edges, and
outputs “noguess”otherwise.We investigate the complexityof computing theoutputof the
fastest mind-change optimal learner for either data type, and show that each of these two
problems is NP-hard (assuming P = RP). To our knowledge these are the first NP-hardness
results concerning the existence of a uniquely optimal Bayes net structure.

© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One of the goals of computational learning theory is to analyze the complexity of practically important learning problems,
and to design optimal learning algorithms for them that meet performance guarantees. In this paper, we model learning the
structure of a Bayes net (BN) as a language learning problem in the Gold paradigm. We apply identification criteria such as
mind change bounds [11, Chapter 12.2,26], mind-change optimality [16,17], and text-efficiency (minimizing time or number
of data points before convergence) [22,10]. Bayes nets, one of the most prominent knowledge representation formalisms
[24,25,13,7], are widely used to define probabilistic models in a graphical manner, with a directed acyclic graph (DAG)whose
edges link the variables of interest.
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We base our model of BN structure learning on an approach known as “constraint-based” learning [6]. Constraint-
based learning views a BN structure as a specification of conditional dependencies of the form X!"! Y |S, where X and
Y are variables of interest and S is a set of variables disjoint from {X , Y}. (Read X!"! Y |S as “variable X is dependent on
variable Y given values for the variables in the set S”.) An example of a conditional dependence statement represented
by a Bayes net would be written as F!"! M|C where F (respectively, M, C) is eye colour of father (respectively, mother,
child). In this view, a BN structure is a syntactic representation of a dependency relation [24, Section 3.3]. It is possible
for distinct BN structures to represent the same dependency relation; in that case the equivalent BN structures share
a partially directed graph known as a pattern (defined below), so a BN pattern is a unique syntactic representation of
a dependency relation. A dependency relation meets the mathematical definition of a language in the sense of Gold’s
paradigm, where the “strings” in the language are dependence statements of the form “X!"! Y |S”. Gold’s paradigm considers
language learning with both positive and negative data instances [10,11]. In constraint-based BN learning, each positive
instance corresponds to a dependency statement (e.g., “father’s eye color is dependent on mother’s eye color given child’s
eye color”) and each negative instance to an independency statement (e.g., “father’s eye color is independent of mother’s eye
color”).

We show that with data of either type alone, the mind change complexity of learning a Bayes net graph for a given

set of variables V is
#|V|

2

$
—the maximum number of edges in a graph with node set V. Our analysis leads to a char-

acterization of BN learning algorithms that are mind-change optimal. A learner is mind-change optimal if and only if it
minimizes the number of mind changes not only globally in the entire learning problem, but also locally in subproblems
encountered after receiving some evidence [16,17]. For dependency data, mind-change optimal BN learners are exactly
those that conjecture a BN pattern G only if the pattern is the unique one that satisfies the observed dependencies with
a minimum number of edges. For independency data, mind-change optimal BN learners are exactly those that conjecture a
BN pattern G only if the pattern is the unique one that satisfies the observed independencies with a maximum number of
edges.

Applying Gold’s notion of dominance in convergence time [10, p. 462], we show that there is a fastest mind-change
optimal learner, for either data type, whose convergence time dominates that of all other mind-change optimal learners.
The fastest learners are defined as follows: If there is more than one BN pattern G that satisfies the observed dependencies
(independencies) with a minimum (maximum) number of edges, output “?” (for “no guess”). If there is a unique pattern
G that satisfies the observed (in) dependencies with an optimal number of edges, output G. Thus standard identification
criteria in Gold’s paradigm lead to a natural and novel algorithm for learning BN structure. The technically most complex
result of the paper examines the computational complexity of the fastest mind-change optimal BN learners: we show that
computing the conjectures for each data type is NP-hard (assuming that P = RP).

Paper organization.We introduce concepts and results from both learning theory and Bayes net theory in the next section.
Section 3 presents and discusses our model of BN structure learning as a language learning problem. Section 4 analyzes the
mind change complexity of BN structure learning. Section 5 characterizes the mind-change optimal learning algorithms for
this problem and describes the fastest mind-change optimal learner. The final two sections define the problem of computing
the output of the fastest mind-change optimal learner and show that the problem is NP-hard. We close this section by
describing some related work.

Related work.Many BN learning systems follow the “search and score" paradigm, seeking a structure that optimizes some
numeric scoring function [6]. Ourwork is in the alternative constraint-based (CB) paradigm; see [6,21, Chapter 10]. The Tetrad
system [29] includes a number of CB methods for different classes of Bayes nets. A fundamental difference between existing
CB approaches and ourmodel is that the existingmethods assume access to an oracle that returns an answer for every query
of the form “does X!"! Y |S hold?”. In contrast, our model corresponds to the situation of a learner whose evidence (in the
form of (in)dependency assertions) grows incrementally over time in an on-line setting. Another difference is that existing
CBmethods assume that their oracle indicates whether two variables are conditionally independent (learning from negative
data) [31, Chapter 5.4], or even that the oracle indicates bothwhether two variables are conditionally dependent andwhether
they are conditionally independent (learning from positive and negative data) [6]. Kelly outlines a model of learning causal
graphs from dependency data only [15]. To our knowledge, our work is the first application of Gold’s language learning
paradigm to Bayes net learning, and the first learning-theoretic analysis of constraint-based BN learning from dependency
data only.

A Bayes net that satisfies a set of given dependencies D is said to be an I-map for D. We show the NP-hardness of
the following problem: for a given set of dependencies D represented by an oracle O (Section 6), decide whether there is a
unique edgeminimal I-mapG forD, and if so, outputG. Bouckaert proved that theproblem isNP-hardwithout theuniqueness
condition [2, Lemma 4.5]. However, Bouckaert’s proof cannot be adapted for our uniqueness problem,which requires amuch
more complex reduction. To our knowledge, ours are the first NP-hardness results for deciding the existence of a uniquely
optimal Bayes net structure for any optimality criterion.

2. Preliminaries: language identification and Bayes nets

We first introduce general concepts from learning theory, followed by basic definitions from Bayes net theory and
computational complexity theory.
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2.1. Language identification with bounded mind changes

We employ notation and terminology from [12], [19, Chapter 1], [22], and [10]. We write N for the set of natural
numbers {0, 1, 2, . . . }. The symbols #,$,%,&, and ', respectively, stand for subset, superset, proper subset, proper su-
perset, and the empty set. We assume that there is an at most countable set E of potential evidence items (strings in
language learning). A language is a subset of E; we write L for a generic language [10, p. 449]. A language learning
problem is defined by a collection of languages; we write L for a generic collection of languages. A text T is a map-
ping of N into E ({#}, where # is a symbol not in E. (The symbol # models pauses in data presentation.) We write
content(T) for the intersection of E and the range of T . A text T is for a language L iff L = content(T). The initial sequence
of text T of length n is denoted by T[n]. The set of all finite initial sequences over E ({#} is denoted by SEQ. We also
use SEQ(L) to denote finite initial sequences consistent with languages in L. Greek letters ! and " range over SEQ. The
notation |! | denotes the length of sequence ! . We write content(! ) for the intersection of E and the range of ! . We write
! % T to denote that text T extends initial sequence ! ; similarly for ! % " . A learner # for a collection of languages
L is a mapping of SEQ(L) into L ( {?}, where ? corresponds to the vacuous conjecture “no guess". Our term “learner”
corresponds to the term “scientist” in [19, Chapter 2.1.2]. We say that a learner # identifies a language L on a text T
for L, if # (T[n]) = L for all but finitely many n. Next we define identification of a language collection relative to some
evidence.

Definition 1. A learner # for L identifies L given ! )* for every language L + L, and for every text T & ! for L, the
learner # identifies L on T .

Thus a learner # identifies a language collection L if # identifies L given the empty sequence $. A learner # changes its
mind at some nonempty finite sequence ! + SEQ if # (! ) "= # (!,) and # (!,) "= ?, where !, is the initial segment of
! with ! ’s last element removed [11, Chapter 12.2]. (No mind changes occur at the empty sequence $.)

Definition 2. LetMC(# , T , ! ) denote the total number ofmind changes of# on text T after sequence ! (i.e., MC(# , T , ! ) =
|{" : ! % " % T : # changes its mind at " }|).
1. # identifies L withmind-change bound k given ! )* # identifies L given ! and # changes its mind at most k times
on any text T & ! for a language in L after ! (i.e., if T & ! extends data sequence ! and T is a text for any language
L + L, then MC(# , T , ! ) - k).

2. A language collection L is identifiable with mind-change bound k given ! )* there is a learner # such that #
identifies L with mind-change bound k given ! .

2.2. Bayes nets: basic concepts and definitions

We employ notation and terminology from [25,24,31]. A Bayes net structure is a directed acyclic graph G = (V, E).
Two nodes X , Y are adjacent in a BN if G contains an edge X . Y or Y . X . The pattern %(G) of DAG G is the partially
directed graph over V that has the same adjacencies as G, and contains an arrowhead X . Y if and only if G contains a
triple X . Y / Z where X and Z are not adjacent. Since a pattern is also a graph, we use G for patterns as well unless
the distinction between graphs and patterns is important in context. An (undirected) path in G is a sequence of nodes such
that every two consecutive nodes in the sequence are adjacent in G and no node occurs more than once in the sequence.
A node Y is a collider on undirected path p in DAG G if p contains a triple X . Y / Z . If X and Z are adjacent in G, the
collider Y is shielded, otherwise unshielded. Every BN structure defines a separability relation between a pair of nodes X , Y
relative to a set of nodes S, called d-separation: if X , Y are two variables and S is a set of variables disjoint from {X , Y}, then
S d-separates X and Y if along every (undirected) path between X and Y there is a node W satisfying one of the following
conditions:

1. W is a collider on the path and neither W nor any of its descendants is in S, or
2. W is not a collider on the path and W is in S.

We write (X!! Y |S)G if X and Y are d-separated by S in graph G. If two nodes X and Y are not d-separated by S in graph
G, then X and Y are d-connected by S in G, written (X!"! Y |S)G . The d-connection relation, or dependency relation, for a
graph is denoted by DG , that is, 0X , Y , S1 + DG iff (X!"! Y |S)G . The d-separation relation, or independency relation, for a
graph is denoted by IG , that is, 0X , Y , S1 + IG if and only if (X!! Y |S)G . Verma and Pearl proved that two Bayes nets G1 and
G2 represent the same dependency relation iff they have the same pattern (i.e., DG1 = DG2 iff %(G1) = %(G2) [35, Theorem
1]). Thus we use a pattern as a syntactic representation for a Bayes net (in)dependency relation. The dependency space
over a set of variables V, denoted by DV , contains all conditional dependency statements of the form (X!"! Y |S), where X , Y
are distinct variables in V and S # V\{X , Y}. The independency space over a set of variables V, denoted by IV , contains all
conditional independency statements of the form (X!! Y |S), where X , Y are distinct variables in V and S # V\{X , Y}. We
shall make use of the following basic fact about d-separation; for the proof see [24, Corollary 3.4].
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Fig. 1. Sprinkler network and its pattern.

Lemma 3. If two nodes A, B in a DAG G are not adjacent, then there is a separating set S such that A, B are d-separated by S in G,
that is, (A !! B|S)G.

Example. Fig. 1 shows a Bayes net from [25, p. 15]. In this network, node wet is an unshielded collider on the path sprinkler ,
wet , rain; node wet is not a collider on the path sprinkler , wet , slippery. The pattern of the network has the same
skeleton, but contains only two edges that induce the collider wet. The variables sprinkler and rain are d-separated given
the set {season}, written (sprinkler!! rain|season)G , which can be seen as follows. There are two undirected paths from
sprinkler to rain, namely sprinkler , wet , rain and sprinkler , season , rain. For the first path, clause (1) of the
definition of d-separation applies, since wet is a collider on the path sprinkler , wet , rain and neither wet nor its
descendant slippery is contained in the conditioning set {season}. For the second path, clause (2) applies, since season
is not a collider on the path sprinkler , season , rain and season is a member of the conditioning set {season}. The
variables sprinkler and rain are not d-separated given the set {season, wet}, written (sprinkler!"! rain|season)G , because
wet is a collider on the path sprinkler , wet , rain contained in the conditioning set, which violates clause (1) of the
definition of d-separation.

2.3. Computational complexity

This section presents some of the necessary background from complexity theory. We outline standard complexity theory
concepts only briefly to introduce our notation; more details may be found in textbooks such as [23,28]. A decision problem
P asks whether a given input string s satisfies a certain property, in which case we write s + P. Let P,Q be two decision
problems and let f be a function that maps an input string s for P to an input string t for Q. We say that f many-one
reduces P to Q if s + P if and only if f (s) + Q, for all inputs s. If the function f is computable in polynomial time, the
problem P is many-one reducible to Q in polynomial time, which we denote by P -P Q. If problem P can be decided
with a finite number of calls to an oracle for problem Q, the problem P is Turing-reducible to Q. If problem P can be
decided by a randomized algorithm with an oracle for problem Q that runs in polynomial time, we have a randomized
polynomial-time Turing reduction of P to Q, which we denote by P -RP Q. The class RP comprises the decision problems
that can be decided in polynomial time with a randomized algorithm [23, Definition 11.1]. The class NP is the class of
problems that can be decided in nondeterministic polynomial time, and NPNP is the class of problems that can be decided
in nondeterministic polynomial time given an oracle for an NP-complete problem (e.g., the satisfiability problem SAT). The

class FP(NPNP) comprises the functions whose values can be computed in polynomial time given an oracle for problems in
the class NPNP (cf. [23, Chapter 17.1]). Our target problem for reduction will be the problem of deciding the existence of a
unique exact cover by 3-sets.

UEC3SET
Instance A finite set U with |U| = 3q and a collection C of 3-element subsets of U.
Question Does C contain a unique exact cover for U, that is, a unique subcollection C2 # C such that every element of U

occurs in exactly one member of C2?
We apply the following result concerning the complexity of the unique exact cover problem.

Proposition 4. Let SAT denote the satisfiability problem. There is a randomized polynomial-time Turing reduction of SAT to
UEC3SET, so SAT -RP UEC3SET. Thus a polynomial time algorithm for UEC3SET yields a polynomial time algorithm for provided
that P = RP . So UEC3SET is NP-hard under that assumption.

The proposition follows from the famous theorem of Valiant and Vazirani that gives a probabilistic Turing reduction of SAT
to Unique SAT [34]. Standard polynomial-time many-one reductions show that Unique SAT reduces to UEC3SET. Next we
introduce our model of BN structure learning, which associates a language collection with a given set of variables V; the
language collection comprises all (in)dependency relations defined by Bayes net structures.
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Table 1
The correspondence between constraint-based learning of Bayes nets from conditional dependency data and Gold’s language learning model.

General language learning Bayes net structure learning

String Conditional dependency statement X!"! Y |S
Language Conditional dependency relation
Index Pattern
Text Complete dependency sequence

3. Bayes net learning with bounded mind changes

This section defines our model of BN structure learning. We discuss the assumptions in the model and compare them to
assumptions made in other constraint-based BN learning approaches.

3.1. Definition of the learning model

Fix a set of variablesV. LetLD
V be the set of BN-dependency relations over variables V (i.e.,LD

V = {DG : G is a pattern over
V}). A complete dependency sequence T is a mapping of N into DV ( {#}. A dependency sequence T is for a dependency
relation D iff D = content(T). A Bayes net learning algorithm # for dependency data maps a finite data sequence ! over
DV ( {#} to a pattern G or the output ? (for “no guess"). As Table 1 illustrates, this defines a language learning model, with
some changes in terminology that reflect the Bayes net context.

Example. Let G be the DAG in Fig. 1. The dependency relation for the graph DG contains {0season, sprinkler,'1, 0season,
sprinkler, {rain}1, . . . , 0sprinkler, rain, {season, wet}1, 0sprinkler, rain, {season, slippery}1}. Any text enumerating DG

is a dependency sequence for DG .
For learning from independency data, let LI

V be the set of BN-independency relations over variables V (i.e., LI
V = {IG :

G is a pattern over V}). A complete independency sequence T is a mapping of N into LI
V ( {#}. An independency sequence

T is for an independency relation I iff I = content(T). A Bayes net learning algorithm # for independency data maps a
finite data sequence ! over LI

V ( {#} to a pattern G or the output ? (for “no guess").

3.2. Discussion of the learning model

We discuss and motivate the three key components of our learning model: the hypothesis space (language collection),
the data generation model, and what a learner should output given data.

The hypothesis space. A Bayes net defines a dependency relation via the d-separation criterion. The motivation for this
criterion stems from how a Bayes net represents a probability distribution P. Let P be a joint distribution over variables V. If
X, Y and Z are three disjoint sets of variables, thenX andY are stochastically independent given S, denoted by (X!! Y|S)P , if
P(X, Y|S) = P(X|S) P(Y|S)whenever P(S) > 0. If X, Y, and S are disjoint sets of nodes in G and X and Y are not empty, then
X and Y are d-separated by S if and only if every pair 0X , Y1 in X 3 Y is d-separated by S. In constraint-based BN learning, it
is common to assume that the probability distribution generating the data of interest has a faithful BN representation [31,
Theorem 3.2], [25, Chapter 2.4] (for further discussion, see [36,32, Chapter 8.1]).

Definition 5. Let V be a set of variables, G a Bayes net over V, and P a joint distribution over V. Then G is faithful to P if
(X!"! Y|S)P in P )* (X!"! Y|S)G in G.

Faithfulness implies that the dependencies in the data can be exactly represented in a Bayes net or a pattern; our language
learning model therefore incorporates this assumption. It is easy to see that a graph G is faithful to a distribution P if and
only if G is faithful with respect to variable pairs, that is, if (X!"! Y |S)P in P )* (X!"! Y |S)G in G for all variables X , Y , over
all sets S. Therefore CB methods focus on pairwise conditional (in)dependencies of the form X!"! Y |S. We also follow this
approach throughout the paper.

The data model. Our model follows Gold’s paradigm which does not specify how linguistic data—for us, observed
(in)dependencies—are generated. In practice, a BN learner obtains a random sample d drawn from the data generating
joint distribution over the variables V, and applies a suitable statistical criterion to decide if a dependency X!"! Y |S holds
[31,33, Section 4]. Many CB systems use a statistical test to answer queries to a dependency oracle: given a query “Does
X!"! Y |S hold?”, the system answers “yes” if the test rejects the hypothesis X !! Y |S, and “no” otherwise. The assumption
that this procedure yields correct results is called the assumption of valid statistical testing [6, Section 6.2]. Compared to
this assumption, our model of learning from conditional dependencies (positive data) is more realistic in two respects. First,
the model assumes only that dependency information is available, but does not rely on independence data. In fact, many
statisticians hold that no independence conclusion should be drawn when a statistical significance test fails to reject an
independence hypothesis [9]. Second, the dependency learning model does not assume that the dependency information is
supplied by an oracle all at once, but explicitly considers learning in a setting where more information becomes available as
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the sample size increases. Ourmodel still assumes that a statistically significant correlation does not disappear as the sample
size increases. The extent towhich this assumption is plausible depends on the testing strategy that extracts correlations from
the given samples. The most common approach in constraint-based methods is to employ a fixed conservative significance
level (e.g., & = 0.1% [31,8,33, Chapter 5]) for any sample size; with this kind of testing strategy, our assumption that the
store of observed correlations grows monotonically is quite plausible. In fact, the results in this paper generalize to a model
in which correlations may be taken back at later stages of learning, as long as there is a bound on the number of retractions:
it can be shown that the mind-change optimal learner in the generalized model conjectures that no dependencies will be
retracted in the future, and then follows the output of the mind-change optimal learner studied in this paper.

Although we have argued that our new model of learning Bayes nets from conditional dependencies is more realistic
than existingmodels based on independency information, in this paper we also study learning from independencies, for two
reasons. (1) From a mathematical point of view, it is natural to consider learning from both positive and negative data and
examine the similarities and differences between them in the domain of Bayes net learning. (2)Machine learning researchers
have extensively researched and widely applied methods based on independency data [3,31–33].

Output of the learner. In ourmodel, a learneroutputsoneof thepossiblehypotheses (languages) or thevacuous conjecture?.
While the use of a ? for “no guess" is standard in learning theory, it supplies a user with no information about what can
be inferred from the data. One approach to this issue in constraint-based learning is to indicate as part of the output that
certain aspects of the BNmodel are uncertain. For instance, the CPC algorithmmarks an edge A , B if the results of statistical
testing are ambiguous about the orientation of the edge [27]. A general formulation of this approach is to allow the learner to
output a set of hypotheses, rather than either a single hypothesis or ?. In the limit the learner has to converge to a singleton
comprising the correct pattern. In the set learning model, a learner # changes its mind at some nonempty finite sequence
! + SEQ if # (! ) "# # (!,). Luo [18] defines the set learning model and shows that the results in this paper carry over to it.

Since the set of dependency relations LD
V constitutes a language collection in the sense of the Gold paradigm, we can

employ standard identification criteria to analyze this learning problem; similarly for the set LI
V of independency relations.

General results from learning theory that hold for any language collection are thus applicable to learning Bayes net structure
from either dependency or independency information. We begin by applying a fundamental result in Bayes net theory to
determine the mind change complexity of the problem.

4. The mind change complexity of learning Bayes net structure

Following Angluin [1, Condition 3] and Shinohara [30], we say that a class of languages L has finite thickness if the set
{L + L : s + L} is finite for every string or evidence item s + %

L. For language collections with finite thickness, their mind
change complexity is determined by a structural feature called the inclusion depth [17, Definition 6.1].

Definition 6. Let L be a language collection and L be a language in L. The inclusion depth of L in L is the size n of the largest
index set {Li}1-i-n of distinct languages in L, such that

L % L1 % · · · % Li % · · · % Ln.

The inclusion depth of L is the maximum of the inclusion depths of languages in L.

Thenextpropositionestablishes theconnectionbetween inclusiondepthandmindchangecomplexity. It follows immediately
from the general result for ordinal mind-change bounds established in [17, Proposition 6.1].

Proposition 7. Let L be a language collection with finite thickness. Then there is a learner # that identifies L with mind-change
bound k )* the inclusion depth of L is at most k.

Sinceweare consideringBayes netswithfinitelymanyvariables, the dependency spaceDV is finite, so the language collection
LD
V containing all BN-dependency relations is finite and therefore LD

V has finite thickness; similarly the independency space
IV has finite thickness. Hence we have the following corollary.

Corollary 8. Let V be a set of variables. There exists a learner # that identifies a BN dependency relation from LD
V , respectively,

a BN independency relation from LI
V , with mind-change bound k )* the inclusion depth of LD

V , respectively, LI
V , is at most k.

A fundamental result in Bayes net theory allows us to determine the inclusion depth of a dependency relation in LD
V or an

independency relation in LI
V . An edge A . B is covered in a DAG G if the parents of B are exactly the parents of A plus A

Fig. 2. Edge A . B is covered, whereas D . A is not covered.
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itself (see Fig. 2). The operation that reverses the direction of the arrow between A and B is a covered edge reversal. The
following theorem was conjectured by Meek [20] and proven by Chickering [4, Theorem 4].

Theorem 9 (Chickering–Meek). Let G and H be two DAGs over the same set of variables V. ThenDG # DH )* the DAGH can
be transformed into the DAG G by repeating the following two operations: (1) covered edge reversal, and (2) single edge deletion.

The next corollary characterizes the inclusion depth of a BN independence relation IG for a graph G in terms of a simple
syntactic feature of G, namely the number of adjacencies in G. For a BN dependence relation DG , the corresponding feature
is the number of adjacencies not in G.

Proposition 10. Let G = (V, E) be a Bayes net structure.

1. The inclusion depth of the BN-dependence relationDG equals
#|V|

2

$
, |E|, the number of adjacencies not inG. So the dependency

relation defined by the totally disconnected network has inclusion depth
#|V|

2

$
, and the dependency relation defined by the

complete network has inclusion depth 0.
2. The inclusion depth of the BN-independency relation IG equals |E|, the number of adjacencies in G. So the independency

relation defined by the totally disconnected network has inclusion depth 0, and the independency relation defined by the

complete network has inclusion depth
#|V|

2

$
.

Proof. Part 2 follows from Part 1, since an inclusion chain DG1 % · · · % DGk of BN-dependency relations corresponds to
an inclusion chain IGk % · · · % IG1 of the complementary independency relation. To establish Part 1, we use downward

induction on the number of edges n in graph G. Let N =
#|V|

2

$
. Base case: n = N. Then G is a complete graph, so DG contains

all dependency statements in the statement space DV , and therefore has 0 inclusion depth. Inductive step: Assume the
hypothesis for n + 1 and consider a graph G with n edges. Add an edge to G to obtain a BN G2 with n + 1 edges that is
a supergraph of G2. Adding an edge can only increase the number of d-connecting paths between two given variables, so
DG # DG2 . Suppose that the edge added is a new link between nodes A and B that are not adjacent in G. By the d-separation
Lemma 3, there is a separating set S such that A, B are d-separated by S in G, that is, (A !! B|S)G . However, in the graph G2,
the nodes A and B are adjacent, so they are not d-separated by any set, and we have (A!"! B|S)G2 . So G2 entails strictly more
dependencies than G, that is,

DG % DG2 .

By inductive hypothesis, there is an inclusion chain

DG2 % DG1 · · · % DGN,(n+1)

consisting of BN dependency relations. Hence the inclusion depth of G is at least N , (n + 1) + 1 = N , n.
To show that the inclusion depth of G is exactly N , n, consider any inclusion chain

DG % DH % · · · % DV. (1)

Theorem 9 implies that graph G can be obtained from H with covered arc reversals and/or edge deletions. If G can be
obtained from H with covered arc reversals only, then H can be likewise obtained from G, since covered edge reversals are
symmetric, and so by Theorem 9 we would have DG = DH , contradicting the choice of H. So H has at least one more edge
than G and thus H has at least n + 1 edges. Applying the inductive hypothesis to H, it follows that the inclusion chain

DH % · · · % DV

has length at most N , (n + 1), so the inclusion chain (1) has at most N , (n + 1) + 1 = N , nmembers. !

Propositions 7 and 10 imply that themind change complexity of identifying a Bayes net structure over variablesV is given
by the maximum number of edges over V.

Corollary 11. For any set of variables V, the inclusion depth of LD
V and the inclusion depth of LI

V is
#|V|

2

$
. So the mind change

complexity of identifying the correct Bayes net structure from dependency data or from independency data is
#|V|

2

$
.

The next section characterizes the BN learning algorithms that achieve optimal mind change performance.
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5. Mind-change optimal learners for Bayes net structure

We analyze mind-change optimal algorithms for identifying Bayes net structure. The intuition underlying mind-change
optimality is that a learner that is efficient with respect to mind changes minimizes mind changes not only globally in the
entire learning problem, but also locally in subproblems after receiving some evidence [17,16,14]. We formalize this idea as
in [17, Definition 2.3]. If amind-change bound exists for L given ! , let MCL(! ) be the least k such thatL is identifiablewith k
mindchangesgiven! . For example, givena sequence! ofdependencies, letG = (V, E)beaBNthat satisfies thedependencies

in ! with a minimum number of edges. Then the mind change complexity MCLD
V
(! ) is

#|V|
2

$
, |E|. Mind-change optimality

requires that a learner should succeed with MCL(! ) mind changes after each data sequence ! .

Definition 12 (Based on Definition 2.3 of [17]). A learner # is strongly mind-change optimal (SMC-optimal) for L if for all
data sequences ! the learner # identifies L given ! with at most MCL(! ) mind changes.

The next proposition characterizes SMC-optimal learners for language collections with finite inclusion depth. It follows from
the general characterization of SMC-optimal learners for all language collections established in [17, Proposition 4.1].

Proposition 13. Let # be a learner that identifies a language collection L with finite inclusion depth. Then # is SMC-optimal
for L if and only if for all data sequences ! : if # (! ) /= ?, then # (! ) is the unique language consistent with ! that maximizes
inclusion depth.

Applying the proposition to Bayes net learners yields the following corollary.

Corollary 14. Let # be a Bayes net learner that identifies the correct Bayes net pattern for a set of variables V from dependency
data. The learner # is SMC-optimal for LD

V )* for all dependency sequences ! , if the output of # is not ?, then # outputs a
uniquely edge-minimal pattern for the dependencies D = content(! ).

It is easy to implement a slow SMC-optimal BN learner. For example, for a given set of dependenciesD it is straightforward to
check if there is a pattern G that covers exactly those dependencies (i.e., DG = D). So an SMC-optimal learner could output
a pattern G if there is one that matches the observed dependencies exactly, and output ? otherwise. But such a slow learner
requires exponentially many dependency statements as input before it conjectures a graph. There are SMC-optimal learners
that produce a guess faster; in fact, using Gold’s notion of “uniformly faster”, we can show that there is a unique fastest
SMC-optimal learner. Gold proposed the following way to compare the convergence speed of two learners [10, p. 462].

Definition 15. Let L be a language collection.

1. The convergence time of a learner # on text T is defined as CP(# , T) 4 the least timem such that # (T[m]) = # (T[m2])
for allm2 5 m.

2. A learner # identifies L uniformly faster than learner ' )*
(a) for all languages L + L and all texts T for L, we have CP(# , T) - CP(' , T), and
(b) for some language L + L and some text T for L, we have CP(# , T) < CP(' , T).

For a language collection L with finite inclusion depth, Proposition 13 implies that if there is no language L that uniquely
maximizes inclusion depth given ! , then a learner that is SMC-optimal outputs ? on ! . Intuitively, the fastest SMC-optimal
learner delays making a conjecture no longer than is necessary to meet this condition. Formally, this learner is defined as
follows for all sequences ! + SEQ(L):

# L
fast(! ) =

&
? if no language uniquely maximizes inclusion depth given !

L if L + L uniquely maximizes inclusion depth given ! .

The next observation asserts that # L
fast is the fastest SMC-optimal method for a given language collection L.

Observation 16. Let L be a language collection with finite inclusion depth. Then # L
fast is SMC-optimal and identifies L uniformly

faster than any other SMC-optimal learner for L.

Proof. It is easy to see that# L
fast identifies L, so Proposition 13 implies that# L

fast is SMC-optimal. Let# /= # L
fast be any other

SMC-optimal learner that identifies L. By Proposition 13, if# (! ) /= ?, then# (! ) = # L
fast(! ). So# does not converge faster

than # L
fast on any text. Therefore for any language L + L and text T for L, we have

CP(# L
fast, T) - CP(# , T).
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Let ! + SEQ(L) be a data sequence such that # (! ) /= # L
fast(! ) = L. Since both # and # L

fast are SMC-optimal, Proposition

13 implies that L uniquely maximizes inclusion depth given ! . So # L
fast(! ) = L and # (! ) = ?. Now let TL & ! be any text

for L extending ! . It is easy to see that the language L uniquely maximizes inclusion depth on any data sequence ! 2 with
! # ! 2 % TL . So

CP(# L
fast, TL) - |! |,

and clearly

CP(# , TL) > |! |

since # (! ) = ?. Thus # L
fast identifies L uniformly faster than # , and in general faster than any other SMC-optimal learner.

!

Observation 16 leads to the following algorithm for identifying a BN pattern from dependency data.

Corollary 17. Let V be a set of variables. For a given sequence of dependencies ! , the learner # D
fast outputs ? if there is more

than one edge-minimal pattern that covers the dependencies in ! , and otherwise outputs a uniquely edge-minimal pattern for
the dependencies D = content(! ). The learner # D

fast is SMC-optimal and identifies the correct pattern uniformly faster given
dependency data than any other SMC-optimal BN structure learner.

The corollary shows that the criteria of mind-change optimality and convergence speed determine a unique, natural and
novel method for learning Bayes net structure. The next example illustrates this method.

Example 18. Let V = {A, B, C,D}. If

! = (B!"! D, B!"! D|{A}, B!"! D|{C},
C!"! D, C!"! D|{A}, C!"! D|{B},
B!"! C|{D}, B!"! C|{A,D}),

then # V
fast outputs the graph shown in Fig. 3(a), for the following reasons. According to Corollary 17, maximizing inclusion

depth given dependency data is equivalent to minimizing the number of edges in the output graph. In any edge-minimal
graph G consistent with the data ! , nodes B and D are adjacent: if they are not adjacent in some graph G, then by Lemma 3
there is a d-separating set S such that (B !! D|S)G . According to the data, B and D are dependent given any proper subset of
{A, C}, so we have (B !! D|{A, C})G . The skeleton of any such graphmust contain undirected paths B , A , D and B , C , D,
that is, all paths between B and D are blocked by A and C, but there is an unblocked path given just A and an unblocked
path given just C. But any such graph contains four edges, whereas the graph shown in Fig. 3(a) entails the dependencies
in ! with just two edges. So nodes B and D are adjacent in any edge-minimal graph consistent with ! . The same argument
holds for nodes C and D, so any edge-minimal graph consistent with ! contains a triple B , D , C. To entail the observed
dependence B!"! C|{D}, that triple must be oriented as B . D / C; the only alternative is to add an edge between B and C,
but this fails to minimize the number of edges. So the only pattern with only two edges that is consistent with the observed
dependencies ! is the one shown in Fig. 3(a).

Now suppose after some time, we have accumulated more data, and obtain the following data sequence:

! 2 = ! (
A!"! B, A!"! B|{C}, A!"! B|{D},
A!"! C, A!"! C|{B}, A!"! C|{D}, B!"! C),

Fig. 3. To illustrate SMC-optimal learning from dependency data. (a) The output of the optimal learner # V
fast on example data ! . (b) The output of the

optimal learner # V
fast on example data ! 2 .
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then the optimal learner # V
fast outputs the graph shown in Fig. 3(b), for the following reasons. Similar to the analysis of

the previous data, any edge-minimal graph must have A adjacent to B: for if A is not adjacent to B in a graph G consistent
with ! 2, then the skeleton of G must contain two paths A , C , B and A , D , B, and if G has the minimum number of 4
necessary edges, these are all the links in G. In any DAGwith such a skeleton, there is at least one collider (else a cycle would
occur). Suppose without loss of generality that B is a collider, so the graph contains a triple C . B / D. But then either the
dependence C!"! D|A or the dependence C!"! D is not entailed by G. So any graphwith only four edges that is consistent with
! 2 has the same skeleton as that shown in Fig. 3(b). The only remaining question is the placement of colliders. If both A and
D are colliders, the dependence B!"! C fails. If neither is a collider, the dependence B!"! C|{A,D} fails. If A is a collider and D
is not, the dependence B!"! C|{D} fails. So the only possibility is to have D as a collider and A not a collider, which results in
the pattern shown in Fig. 3(b).

The next corollary characterizes the fastest mind-change optimal learner for independency data.

Corollary 19. Let V be a set of variables. For a given sequence of independencies ! , the learner # I
fast outputs ? if there is more

than one edge-maximal pattern that covers the independencies in ! , and otherwise outputs a uniquely edge-maximal pattern for
the independencies I = content(! ). The learner # I

fast is SMC-optimal and identifies the correct pattern uniformly faster given
independency data than any other SMC-optimal BN structure learner.

Intuitively, the learner # I
fast removes as many potential adjacencies as are necessary to entail the independencies given

in the data. One of the most prominent constraint-based algorithms, the PC algorithm [31, Chapter 5.4.2], can be seen
as a heuristic implementation of this idea: Basically, the PC algorithm starts with the completely connected network
over n variables, and then successively considers independencies of the form X!! Y |S, for |S| = 0, 1, . . . , n, removing
links between the conditionally independent variables X and Y . Examples of the kind of Bayes net structure that result
from this algorithm are given in [31]. The remainder of the paper analyzes the run-time complexity of the optimal # D

fast

and # I
fast methods; we show that computing the output of these learners is NP-hard (assuming that P = RP). The proof

gives two many-one reductions of the problem of deciding the existence of a unique exact cover by 3-sets, to the prob-
lems of computing the output of the fastest mind-change optimal learner from independency, respectively, dependency
data.

6. Computational complexity of fast mind-change optimal identification of Bayes net structure from independency
data

Because the NP-hardness proofs for the optimal learners are quite different for dependency and independency data, we
divide the analysis into different sections. We begin with the setting of independency data, whose NP-hardness proof is
much simpler. General complexity theory concepts and notation were reviewed in Section 2.3.

We describe the standard approach of analyzing the complexity of constraint-based learners in the Bayes net literature. As
with any run-time analysis, an important issue is the representation of the input to the algorithm. The most straightforward
approach for our learningmodelwouldbe to take the input as a list of (in)dependencies, and the input size tobe the size of that
list. However, in practice CB learners do not receive an explicitly enumerated list of (in)dependencies, but rather they have
access to a statistical oracle (cf. Section 3.2). Enumerating relevant (in)dependencies through repeated queries to the oracle is
part of the computational task of a CB learner. Accordingly, the standard complexity analysis takes an (in)dependency oracle
and a set of variables as the input to the learning algorithm (e.g., [5, Definition 12,2]). The oracle is assumed to be represented
syntactically in a reasonably concise way. For example, it may be a TuringMachine that computes the characteristic function
of a given dependency relation D.

Definition 20. An independency oracle O for a variable set V is a function that takes as input independency queries from
the independency space IV and returns, in constant time, either “yes” or “?”.

The independency relation associated with oracle O is given by IO = {X!"! Y |S + IV : O returns “yes” on input X !! Y |S}.
The oracle represents the independencies observed on a finite data sample, which may be incomplete; that is, there need
not be any graph G such that IG = IO.

Remark. Our model of learning Bayes net structure can be reformulated in terms of a sequence of oracles: Instead of
a complete sequence of independence statements for an independence relation IG , the learner could be presented with
a sequence of independency oracles O1,O2, . . . ,On, . . . such that IOi # IOi+1 and

%6
i=1 IOi = IG . The mind change and

convergence time results remain the same in the independency oracle model.
We say that a pattern G is an I-cover of a set of independencies I if G entails all the independencies in I (i.e., I # IG).

Computing the conjectures of the learner # I
fast poses the following computational problem.
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Unique Maximal I-cover
Input A set of variables V and an independency oracle O for V.
Output If there is a unique DAG pattern G that entails the independencies in O with a maximal number of edges, output G.

Otherwise output ?.
This is a function maximization problem; the corresponding decision problem is the following.
Unique I-cover
Instance A set of variables V, an independency oracle O for V, and a bound k.
Question Is there a DAG pattern G such that: G entails the independencies in O, every other DAG pattern G2 entailing the

independencies in O has fewer edges than G, and G has at least k edges?
Clearly an efficient algorithm for the functionmaximizationproblemyields an efficient algorithm forUnique I-cover.Wewill
show that UEC3SET reduces to Unique I-cover. We also give an upper bound on the problem complexity in terms of oracle

computations. Recall that SAT is the NP-complete satisfiability problem and FP(NPNP) is the class of functions computable in
polynomial time given an oracle for decision problems in NPNP.

Theorem 21. The computational complexity of Unique Maximal I-cover.

1. Unique Maximal I-cover is in FP(NPNP) .
2. SAT -RP UEC3SET -P Unique I-cover -P Unique Maximal I-cover. So Unique Maximal I-cover is NP-hard provided

that P = RP .

Proof. Part 1: we specify a program that computes the output of the fastest SMC-optimal learner # I
fast given a set of n input

nodes, an independency oracle O, and an oracle for computational problems in NPNP. A pattern G is an I-cover of O just in
case the answer to the question “is there a dependency X !! Y |S such that X !! Y |S + (IO , IG)?” is no. So an oracle for NP
decides in constant time whether a pattern G is an I-cover of O.

1. Find the maximum number of edges k, for k = 1, . . . ,
#
n
2

$
, such that there is a pattern G that is an I-cover of O. Given an

NP-oracle for deciding whether G is an I-cover of O, for a given k this query can be answered in polynomial time with a
nondeterministic computation. Using binary search, this step therefore can be carried out with O(log(n)) queries to the
NPNP oracle.

2. Having determined the maximum number k of edges, ask “are there two distinct patterns G, G2 such that both G and G2
are I-covers of O and G and G2 contains k edges?”. Given an NP-oracle for deciding whether G and G2 are I-covers of O, this
query can be answered in polynomial time with a nondeterministic computation, hence with a single query to the NPNP

oracle. If the answer is “yes”, output ?, since there is no unique I-cover with a maximum number of edges. If the answer
is “no”, there is a unique I-cover with a maximum number of edges; continue to the next step.

3. Using a standard method, construct an output pattern R as follows. For each pair of nodes X , Y and each of the possible
link types X , Y , X . Y , X / Y , ask “is there a pattern G with k edges that contains the given link type between X and
Y and is an I-cover of IO?”. As in the previous step, this query can be answered in constant time with an NPNP oracle for a
given pair of nodes X , Y and type of link between them. Since the edge-maximizing I-cover is unique, the answer is “yes”,
for at most one of these link types. If the test indicates a link of a certain type between X and Y , add the link to R. This

requires O
##

n
2

$$
queries to the NPNP oracle.

This procedure returns the output of the fastest SMC-optimal learner # I
fast with total runtime bounded by O

##
n
2

$$
.

Part 2: we give a reduction fromunique X3Set toUnique I-Coverwith At Least k edges. Consider an instance of UEC3SET
with sets universe U of size |U| = 3m, and c1, . . . , cp, where |ci| = 3 for i = 1, . . . , p and U = (m

i=1ci. Define the following
set V of variables.

1. For every set ci, a set variable Ci.
2. A root variable R.

We write x for the element corresponding to node X , and similarly c for the set corresponding to node C. Set the bound
k = m. The following program implements an independency oracle O over the variables V, in time polynomial in the size of
the given UEC3SET instance.
Definition of independency oracle
Input An independency query V1 !! V2|S.
Output Oracle Clauses

1. If V1 = Ci, V2 = Cj , and S = ', then return “independent".
2. If V1 = Ci, V2 = Cj , S = {R} and ci 7 cj /= ', then return “independent".
3. In all other cases, return ?.

We use the terms adjacency, edge, and link interchangeably. Let IO be the set of independencies associated with oracle O.
We argue that every I-cover for IO with at least m adjacencies corresponds to an exact set cover for the given instance of
UEC3SET, and vice versa.
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Suppose that G is an I-cover for IO with at least m adjacencies. Clause 1 implies that all adjacencies are of the form
C , R: the only other possibility is an adjacency C , C2 between set variables, but then C and C2 are d-connected in G given
the empty set, whereas Clause 1 requires that they be d-separated given the empty set. The case with m = 1 is trivial; for
m > 1, Clause 1 implies that the adjacencies are directed as C . R: for suppose otherwise. Then there is a link of the form
C / R. Sincem > 1, there is at least one other link C2 , R with C /= C2. Now R is not a collider on the path C / R , C2, so
C and C2 are d-connected in G given the empty set, whereas Clause 1 requires that they be d-separated given the empty set.
Given that R is therefore a collider on any path C , R , C2, it follows that C!"! C2|{R} whenever C, C2 are neighbors of R. The
contrapositive of Clause 2 says that if C!"! C2|{R}, then c 7 c2 = '. Thus the neighbors of R correspond to mutually disjoint
sets, so there are exactly m neighbors of R forming an exact set cover.

Conversely, it is easy to see that if the collection {c1, . . . , cm} forms an exact cover of the universe U, then the graph
containing all edges Ci . R, for i = 1, . . . ,m, is an I-cover of IO. So there is a 1-1 ontomapping between I-covers of IO with
at least m edges and exact set covers for the given set cover instance. Hence there is a unique I-cover of IO with at least m
edges if and only if there is a unique exact set cover. !

The gap between our upper and lower bounds is typical for problems in the higher levels of the polynomial hierarchy,
where both lower bounds and completeness in a class are difficult to establish (see [23, Chapter 17], especially the discussion
of the Minimum Circuit problem, and [28, Chapter 5], especially the discussion of Unique SAT).

The next section establishes a corresponding upper and lower bound for the problem of computing the output of the
fastest SMC-optimal learner from dependency data, which requires a much more difficult construction for the lower bound.
The reason why the hardness proof for dependency data is muchmore complex than for independency data is that there are
many ways to achieve d-connection between two variables A and B, whereas d-separation immediately entails the absence
of a link between A and B.

7. Computational complexity of fast mind-change optimal identification of Bayes net structure from dependency data

The definitions for the complexity analysis for dependency data parallel those for independency data.

Definition 22. A dependency oracle O for a variable set V is a function that takes as input dependency queries from the
dependency space DV and returns, in constant time, either “yes” or “?”.

The dependency relation associated with oracle O is given by DO = {X!"! Y |S + DV : O returns “yes” on input X!"! Y |S}. The
oracle represents the dependencies observed on a finite data sample, which may be incomplete; that is, there need not be
any graph G such that DG = DO. As with independency data, our model of learning Bayes net structure can be reformulated
in terms of a sequence of dependency oracles, where instead of a complete sequence of dependence statements, the learner
is presented with a sequence of dependency oracles converging to the target independency relation. The mind change and
convergence time results remain the same in the dependency oracle model.

A pattern G is an I-map of a set of dependencies D if G entails all the dependencies inD (i.e.,D # DG , cf. [24]). Computing
the conjectures of the learner # D

fast poses the following computational problem.
Unique Minimal I-map
Input A set of variables V and a dependency oracle O for V.
Output If there is a unique DAG pattern G that entails the dependencies in O with a minimal number of edges, output G.

Otherwise output ?.
The corresponding decision problem is the following.
Unique I-map
Instance A set of variables V, a dependency oracle O for V, and a bound k.
Question Is there a DAG pattern G such that: G covers the dependencies in O, every other DAG pattern G2 entailing the

dependencies in O has more edges than G, and G has at most k edges?
Clearly an efficient algorithm for the function minimization problem yields an efficient algorithm for Unique I-map. We will
show that UEC3SET reduces to Unique I-map. We also give an upper bound on the problem complexity in terms of oracle
computations.

Theorem 23. The computational complexity of Unique Minimal I-map.

1. Unique Minimal I-map is in FP(NPNP) .
2. SAT -RP UEC3SET -P Unique I-map -P Unique Minimal I-map. SoUniqueMinimal I-map isNP-hard provided that P =

RP .

Proof. Part 1 can be proven like Theorem 21(1). For Part 2, we give a reduction from UEC3SET to Unique I-map. Consider an
instance of UEC3SET with sets universe U of size |U| = 3m, and c1, . . . , cp, where |ci| = 3 for i = 1, . . . , p and U = (m

i=1ci.
Define the following set V of variables.
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1. For every set ci, a set variable Ci.
2. For every element xj of the universe U, a member variable Xj .
3. A root variable R.

We write x for the element corresponding to node X , and similarly c for the set corresponding to node C. Set the bound
k = 3p + m. The following program M implements a dependency oracle O over the variables V , in time polynomial in the
size of the given UEC3SET instance.
Definition of dependency oracle
Input A dependency query V1!"! V2|S.
Output Oracle Clauses

1. If V1 = Ci, V2 = Xj , and xj + ci, then return “dependent”.
2. If V1 = Xi, V2 = Xj , and there is a set ck $ {xi, xj} such that Ck + S, then return “dependent”.
3. If V1 = R, V2 = Xj , S = ' then return “dependent”.
4. If V1 = R, V2 = Xj , |S| = 1, and S /= {C} where xj + c, then return “dependent”.
5. In all other cases, return ?.

We argue that there is a unique exact set cover for an instance 0U, {ci}1 iff there is a unique I-map with at most k edges for O.
So if there were a polynomial time algorithm A for Unique I-map, we could solve the UEC3SET instance in polynomial time
by using the programM to “simulate” the oracle O and use A to solve the corresponding instance of Unique I-map. Our proof
strategy is as follows. Consider what we refer to as the basic graph for O, shown in Fig. 4. The basic graph is also a pattern
because all arrows correspond to unshielded colliders. We show that if there is a unique I-map G for Owith at most k edges,
then G is a subgraph of the basic graph, with possibly edges Ci . R missing for some sets ci, such that the set of variables
{C1, C2, . . . , Cm} with the edge Ci . R in G corresponds to an exact cover {c1, . . . , cm}. Conversely, any unique exact cover
corresponds to a subgraph of the basic graph in the same manner.

In the following argumentsweuse the terms adjacency, edge, and link interchangeably. For notation,weuse anundirected
link as in A , B to indicate that nodes A and B are adjacent in a given graph, but the direction of the link is not determined
by the context. The notation A , · · · , B indicates a path starting with A and ending in B where the direction of the links
involving A and B is not determined. The notation A , · · · . B indicates that the last edge points into B, etc. It is easiest to
consider separately the constraints imposed by each clause of O. Let Di be the set of dependencies corresponding to Clause i.
For example, D1 = {0Ci, Xj , S1 : xj + ci}. The implications of D1 are as follows.

Assertion 24. Let DAG G be an I-map for D1. Then any two nodes X and C are adjacent whenever x + c.

Proof. The d-separation Lemma 3 implies that if G entails the dependencies in D1, then x and C are adjacent whenever
x + c. !

An implication of the constraints in D2 is that any two element nodes Xi, Xj with xi, xj contained in the same set c are
adjacent to each other or have variable C as a common child (possibly both may be the case).

Assertion 25. Let DAG G be an I-map for D1 ( D2, and suppose that xi, xj are two elements of a set c. Then Xi and Xj are adjacent
in G, or G contains a component Xi . C / Xj.

Proof. By Assertion 24, nodes Xi and Xj are, respectively, adjacent to C. If Xi and Xj are adjacent, then the assertion holds
trivially. A basic fact about d-separation is that in a triple X , Y , Z such that X and Z are not adjacent, the node Y is a
collider if and only if all sets that contain Y d-connect X and Z [21, Lemma 2.5]. So the dependencies D2 require that C is a
collider in G. !

Clause 3 requires that everymember variable X be d-connected to the root variable. The intuition behind our reduction is
that the basic graph B contains themost edge-efficient way to achieve the connection because with just one edge C . R the

Fig. 4. The basic graph for the NP-hardness proof. A set cover of sizem corresponds to m edges of the form C . R.
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graph d-connects three member variables at once. Since there are many ways to achieve d-connection in a graph, proving
the correctness of this intuition is the main difficulty of our proof.

The bulk of the proof shows that any I-map for D3 can be transformed into a subgraph of the basic graph B without
increasing the number of edges. This requires a number of intermediate results. We begin by establishing that in an I-map
G of D3, all arcs originating in the root variable R can be reversed with the result G2 still an I-map of D3.

Lemma 26. Let DAG G be an I-map of D3. Let G
2 be the graph obtained by reversing all arcs of the form R . V to be V . R.

Then G2 is an I-map of D3.

Proof. First we argue that G2 is acyclic. Suppose for contradiction that G2 contains a directed cycle that is not contained in
G. Then the cycle involves a reversed edge of the form X . R, and we can write the cycle as R . Y . · · · . R. However,
since all edges involving the root R are reversed in G2, there is no edge R . Y in G2. So G2 is acyclic since G is.

Second, we show that G2 entails the dependencies in D3. Let X be any member variable and consider a path p in G of the
form

p = R , · · · , X

that d-connects R and X in G.
Case 1: The path p contains no reversed edge. Then the edges in p are the same in G as in G2, and p d-connects R and X in

G2.
Case 2: The path p contains some reversed edge. Let Z be the last such member. Then p is of the form

p = R , · · · , Z , · · · , X

where the final path segment Z , · · · , X contains no nodes with their edges changed. The following path p2 d-connects R
and X in G2: set

p2 = R / Z , · · · , X.

Clearly the node Z is not a collider in p2, and so p2 d-connects R and X in G2 as the final segment Z , · · · , X is oriented the
same in both graphs. So in either case, R and X are d-connected in G2 and so G2 entails D3. !

The next assertion shows that if the root node is a sink in a graph G, then for any parent A of R, all edges pointing out of A
except for A . R can be reversed.

Lemma 27. Let DAG G be an I-map of D3. Suppose that the root variable R has outdegree 0 and that A is a parent of R in G. Let
G2 be the graph obtained by reversing all edges of the form A . B where B /= R. Then G2 is an I-map of D3.

Proof. First we argue that G2 is acyclic. Suppose for contradiction that G2 contains a directed cycle that is not contained in
G. Then the cycle involves a reversed edge and hence contains A, so without loss of generality, we may assume the cycle is of
the form A . · · · . A. But the only child of A in G2 is the root R, which is a sink in G and hence in G2. So there is no directed
path from R to A and hence no directed cycle in G2 from A to A. Thus G2 is acyclic since G is.

To see that G2 entails the dependencies inD3, let X be anymember variable; since G entails the dependencies in D3, there
is a path p in G of the form R , · · · , X that d-connects R and X in G. Suppose that path p uses an edge of the form A . B
that is reversed in G2.

Case 1: p is of the form

X , · · · , A . B . · · · . R.

Then the path

X , · · · , A . R

d-connects X and R in G2.
Case 2: p is of the form

X , · · · / B / A , · · · , R.

Then the path

X , · · · / B / A . R

introduces no new collider and thus d-connects X and R in G2. So all member variables X are d-connected to the root variable
R in G2 and G2 is an I-map of the dependencies D3. !
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The next assertion shows that if a node has two directed paths towards the root, then one of them is superfluous for
entailing the dependencies in D3, and it is possible to delete an edge. This is a key fact for constraining the structure of
edge-minimal graphs.

Lemma 28. LetDAGGbean I-mapofD3. Suppose that for somenodeX , there are twodirectedpathsX . U1 . · · · . Up . R

and X . W1 . · · · . Wq . R where U1 /= W1. Let G
2 be the graph obtained from G by deleting the edge X . U1. Then G2

is an I-map of D3.

Proof. Consider a path p in G of the form

p = R , · · · , Y

that d-connects R and Y in G. If p does not use the edge X . U1, then p d-connects R and X in G2. Otherwise there are two
cases.

Case 1: The path p is of the form

p = R , · · · , X . U1 , · · · , Y .

Then Y is d-connected to U1 in G and hence in G2. Thus the path

Y , · · · , U1 . · · · . Up . R

d-connects Y to R.
Case 2: The path p is of the form

p = R , · · · , U1 / X , · · · , Y .

Since U1 /= W1, the path

X . W1 . · · · . Wq . R

exists in G2. So the path

Y , · · · , X . W1 . · · · . Wq . R

d-connects Y to R.
So in either case, anymember variable Y is d-connected to the root variable R in the graph G2, and so G2 is an I-map of D3.

!

Lemma 29. Let DAG G be an I-map of D3. Suppose G contains an edge A . B where B is not an ancestor of R. Add an edge
B . R and delete the edge A . B. The resulting graph G2 is an I-map of D3 that contains no more edges than G.

Proof. Consider any path in G that d-connects a member variable X with root variable R and uses the edge A . B. Since B
is not an ancestor of R, the path must be of the form

X , · · · / B / A , · · · , R.

So in G there is a path X , · · · / B that does not involve the edge A . B, hence in G2 we have the path

X , · · · / B . R

d-connecting X and R. So anymember variable d-connected to R in G is also d-connected in G2, which establishes the lemma.
!

The previous lemmas showed that an I-map G of D3 can be transformed in various ways that bring it closer to the basic
graph while still remaining an I-map of D3. The next key Assertion 30 shows that an I-map G of D3 of minimum size must
not contain certain types of edges outside of the basic graph; we refer to these as ‘inefficient’ edges. Formally, say that an
edge is inefficient in DAG G if and only if it has one of the following forms: (1) X , Y where X and Y are member variables,
(2) X , R where X is a member variable, (3) X . C where x "+ c. An edge is efficient if it is not inefficient. So the efficient
edges have one of the following forms: (1) C , R, or (2) C , C2, or (3) C , X with x + c, or (4) X / C where x "+ c; here
C, C2 are set variables, and X is a member variable. We refer to an adjacency of the form X / C where x "+ c as an efficient
set-nonmember link. We show that the presence of an inefficient edge in an I-map of D1 ( D2 ( D3 requires more than k
edges total in G, by the following construction: First, if an I-map of D1 ( D2 ( D3 contains no efficient set-nonmember
links, but contains inefficient edges, then it has more than k edges total. Second, we can replace efficient set-nonmember
links with other links, without reducing the number of inefficient edges, until the first case applies.
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Assertion 30. Let G be an I-map of D1 ( D2 ( D3. If G contains inefficient edges, then G contains more than k = 3p + m edges.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of efficient set-nonmember links, denoted as a.
Base case, a = 0. We proceed with a further induction on the number of inefficient edges, denoted as i. Base case, i = 1.

Let A . B be the only inefficient edge in G, and suppose for contradiction that G contains no more than 3p + m edges.
Assertion 24 implies that G contains 3p adjacencies of the form X , C where x + c, which are efficient. Since G contains also
an inefficient edge, the number of remaining efficient edges not of the form X , C is at most

(3p + m) , 3p , 1 = m , 1.

Let C be any set variable; as c contains three elements, and there is only one inefficient edge in G, there is an element x + c
such that X is not adjacent to any other member variable X2 with x2 in c. So by Assertion 25, all 3p adjacencies X , C with
x + c are oriented as X . C. So no edge of the form C . A is included in the 3p links X . C, and since all edges of the
form C . A are efficient by definition, it follows that there are at mostm , 1 such edges. In other words, there are at most
m , 1 set variables that have outdegree greater than 0. So there are at most 3(m , 1) = 3m , 3 elements x of the universe
such that X is adjacent to some set variable C with outdegree greater than 0. The contrapositive of this conclusion is that
at least three elements x, y, z are adjacent only to set variables with outdegree 0. At least one of the corresponding nodes
X , Y , Z is distinct from A and B; without loss of generality, choose X to be the distinct one. As all edges linking X are efficient,
edges linking X are of the form X . C with x + c and X / C where x "+ c. But since X is adjacent only to set variables with
outdegree 0, the latter type of edge does not exist, and so all edges linking X are of the form X . C where x + c and the set
variable C has outdegree 0. Any path that d-connects X and R has to start with an edge X . C . · · · , R; since there is no
such path, the graph G fails to entail the dependencies D3. This contradiction shows that G has more than 3p + m edges.

Inductive step (still with a = 0): Assume the hypothesis for i and consider i + 1.
We show how to transform G into an I-map G2 of D1 ( D2 ( D3 with one less inefficient edge and nomore edges overall.

The inductive hypothesis then implies that G2 and hence G has more than k edges.

1. Reorient all edges to point into the root R. By Lemma26, the resultG1 is an I-map ofD1 ( D2 ( D3 with the samenumber
of edges; the number of inefficient edges is the same.

2. If G1 contains an edge X . R, where X is a member variable, then:

(a) Choose a set variable C with x + c, and add an edge C . R (such an edge may already exist in G1).
(b) Reorient any adjacency B / C to point into C, where B /= R. By Lemma 27, the result G2 is an I-map of D3. And by

Assertions 24 and 25 G2 is also an I-map of D1 ( D2. Since there are no efficient set-nonmember links (a = 0), it is
not possible to have B = X with x "+ c, so this step adds no inefficient edges.

(c) Delete the edge X . R. Since inG2 there are two directed paths connecting X to R, namely X . R and X . C . R,
Lemma 28 guarantees that the resulting graph is an I-map of D1 ( D2 ( D3. As the construction adds an edge in
Step 2 and deletes one in this step, the overall number of edges is the same as in G. Since no inefficient edge was
added and this step deletes an inefficient edge, the number of inefficient edges has decreased by 1 as required.

3. Else if G1 contains an adjacency X , Y where X and Y are member variables, suppose without loss of generality that the
link is oriented as X . Y .

(a) If Y is an ancestor of the root R, then:

(i) Choose a set variable C with x + c, and add an edge C . R (such an edge may already exist in G1).
(ii) Reorient any adjacency B / C to point into C, where B /= R. As in Steps 2a and 2b above, the result G2 is an

I-map of D1 ( D2 ( D3 with no added inefficient edges and at most one more edge overall.
(iii) Delete the edge X . Y . Since in G2 there are two directed paths connecting X to R, namely X . Y . · · · . R

and X . C . R, Lemma 28 guarantees that the resulting graph is an I-map of D1 ( D2 ( D3. As the con-
struction adds an edge in Step 2 and deletes one in this step, the overall number of edges is the same as in G.
Since no inefficient edge was added and this step deletes an inefficient edge, the number of inefficient edges has
decreased by 1 as required.

(b) Else if Y is not an ancestor of the root R, add an edge Y . R and delete the edge X . Y . Lemma 29 implies that the
result is an I-map of D1 ( D2 ( D3. Then proceed as in Step 2 to eliminate the edge Y . R. In the resulting graph,
the number of edges is the same as in the original graph G and there is one less inefficient edge, as required.

4. Else if G1 contains an adjacency X . C where x "+ c, proceed as in Step 3 with C in place of Y .

This construction covers all cases of inefficient edges and completes the induction on i, the number of inefficient edges. Thus
if the number of efficient set-nonmember links a is 0, then G contains more than k = 3p + m edges.

Inductive step: Assume the hypothesis for a and consider a + 1. Let X / C be an efficient set-nonmember link in G such
that x "+ c. We show how to transform G into an I-map G2 of D1 ( D2 ( D3, where G2 has one less efficient set-nonmember
link edge, at least as many inefficient edges as G and no more edges than G overall. The inductive hypothesis for a then
implies that G2 and hence G has more than k edges.
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1. If the variable X is not an ancestor of R, then add an edge X . R and delete the edge X / C. By Lemma 29, the resulting
graph G2 is an I-map of D3. And by Assertions 24 and 25 G2 is also an I-map of D1 ( D2. Since one inefficient edge was
added and one efficient set-nonmember edge was deleted, the graph G2 has the same number of edges overall and more
inefficient edges than G.

2. Else add an edge C . R. Then there are two directed paths from C to R, namely C . R and C . X . · · · . R, so by
Lemma 28, we may delete the edge C . X with the result being an I-map of D3. And by Assertions 24 and 25 G2 is also
an I-map of D1 ( D2. Since one efficient edge was added and one efficient set-nonmember edge was deleted, the graph
G2 has the same number of edges overall and as many inefficient edges as G.

This construction completes the inductive step; by inductive hypothesis, G2 and thus G has more than k edges. Thus any
I-map G of D1 ( D2 ( D3 that contains an inefficient edge has more than k adjacencies. !

The next assertion shows that the number k = 3p + m is a lower bound on the number of edges in an I-map of D1 ( D2 (
D3. Combined with the previous assertion, we obtain strong constraints on the structure of a minimum-edge I-map of
D1 ( D2 ( D3.

Assertion 31. Let DAG G be an I-map of D1 ( D2 ( D3 with no more than k = 3p + m adjacencies.

1. Every member variable X is an ancestor of the root variable R.
2. The DAG G contains exactly k edges, and the collection {c : C has outdegree 1} is a partition of the universe.
3. For every ancestor A of R, there is exactly one d-connecting path to R.

Proof. Part 1: Let X be anymember variable. Suppose for contradiction that X is not an ancestor of R. Then any d-connecting
path from X to R must be of the form

X / C , · · · , R

where x "+ c, since by Assertion 30 G contains only efficient edges. Now by Lemma 29wemay add an edge X . R and delete
the edge X / C with the result G2 still an I-map of D1 ( D2 ( D3. But then G2 contains the inefficient edge X . R, so by
Assertion 30, it has more than k edges, so G has more than k edges, which is a contradiction.

Part 2: SinceG containsonly efficient edges, Part 1 implies that for everymembervariableX , there is a set variableCwithan
edgeX . C inG such thatC is an ancestor ofR, andC has outdegree greater than0. So the collection {c : C is an ancestor of R}
covers the universe U, and the size of this collection is at least m. On the other hand, for every member c of this collection,
the corresponding set variable C has an edge originating in it, and overall there can be at most m such edges: for the graph
contains a total of no more thanm + 3p adjacencies and 3p of the adjacencies are of the form X . C2 for x + c2. So the size
of the collection {c : C is an ancestor of R} is exactly m, which establishes that G contains exactly m + 3p = k edges. Also,
the collection is a partition of the universe. Thus (a) every set variable C has outdegree at most 1, and indegree exactly 3, (b)
C has outdegree 1 if and only if C is an ancestor of R, and (c) every member variable X points to exactly one set variable C
with outdegree 1.

Part 3: First we argue that if p is a path d-connecting an ancestor A to the root variable R, then p is directed. The proof is
by induction on the length l > 0 of the path p.

Base case, l = 1. Since G contains only efficient edges, the path p has the form C , R. If the adjacency C , R is oriented
as C / R, then C has indegree 4, which contradicts (a) above.

Inductive step: Assume the hypothesis for l and consider l + 1. Suppose for contradiction that p d-connects A and R and
is of the form

A / B , · · · , R.

Since A is an ancestor of R, so is B. The path segment p2 = B , · · · , R d-connects B and R and has length l, so by inductive
hypothesis p2 is directed of the form

B . V . , · · · . R.

Thus B points to A and to V and has outdegree 2. By (a) above, this implies that B is not a set variable, and the base case
implies that B /= R, so Bmust be a member variable. But since G contains only efficient edges, it follows that A and V are set
variables of outdegree 1, so B contradicts (c) above.

This completes the inductive step and establishes that all paths that d-connect an ancestor A to R begin with an edge
A . B. To complete the proof of the assertion, it suffices to show that for every ancestor A in graph G, there is at most one
directed path to the root variable R. We show this by induction on the length l of such a path.

Base case, l = 1. Then the path is of the form A . R, so Amust be a set variable since G contains efficient edges only. By
(a) above, every set variable has outdegree at most 1, so the only edge originating at A points directly into R.
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Inductive step: Assume the hypothesis for l and consider l + 1. Consider a directed path

A . B . · · · . R

of length l + 1. By inductive hypothesis, the final path segment B . · · · . R is the only directed path from B to R. If A is a
set variable, then as in the base case, the variable B is its only possible successor, and so p is the only directed path from B
to R. If A is a member variable, then since G contains only efficient edges, it follows that B is a set variable with outdegree 1.
But by (c) above, the member variable A points to only one set variable, so the path A . B . · · · . R is the only directed
path between A and R.

So there is at most one directed path between an ancestor A and the root variable R. And we previously established that
all d-connecting paths between A and R are directed. Hence there is a unique d-connecting path between A and R. !

Assertion 31 implies that any I-map ofD1 ( D2 ( D3 is very close to the basic graph. The only other possibility remaining
is an edge of the form C . X where x "+ c. If X is an ancestor of R via a path X . C2 . R, the edge C . X can be used to
d-connect members of c to R; for example if y + C, there is a d-connecting path

Y . C . X . C2 . R.

However, this path will be blocked by conditioning on the variable C2, which is a set variable whose corresponding set does
not contain y. So although this path satisfies Clause 3 of the oracle definition, it does not satisfy Clause 4, which is the last
clause our proof takes into account.

Assertion 32. Let DAG G be an I-map of DO (= D1 ( D2 ( D3 ( D4) with no more than than k = 3p + m edges. Then G is a
subgraph of the basic graph with exactly k adjacencies. That is, G that contains only the following types of edges: X . C where
x + c and C . R.

Proof. Assertion 31 establishes that G has exactly k adjacencies. We argue that G contains m edges of the form C . R. For
this it suffices to show that the unique path that d-connects a member variable X to the root variable R has length 2. (The
unique path exists by Assertions 31(1) and 31(3).) Suppose for contradiction that the path is of length greater than 2. Then
since by Assertion 30 the graph G contains only efficient edges, the path p is of the form

p = X . C . A . · · · . R.

Now A is not a set variable C2 whose set contains X , for otherwise X is adjacent to two set variables with outdegree 1 (i.e.,
C and C2), which the proof of the previous assertion showed is impossible. Therefore Clause 4 of the dependency oracle O
implies that X is d-connected to R given A. Since p is the only path d-connecting X and R conditional on the empty set, and
conditioning on A blocks this path, it follows that there must be a path p2 that d-connects X and R given A on which A is a
collider. So p2 is of the form

X , · · · . A / B , · · · R.

Now B is an ancestor of A, and hence of R, that has two d-connecting paths to R: the path segment

B , · · · R

and the path

B . A . · · · . R

following p. But this contradicts Assertion 31(3) above. So there is no path p2 that d-connects X and R given A on which A is a
collider, and G does not satisfy Clause 4 of the dependency oracle O, contrary to supposition. Hence the unique d-connecting
path from amember variable X to the root R is of the form X . C . R, and soG contains exactlym edges of the type C . R.
Since G contains also 3p edges of the form X . C with x + c and a total ofm + 3p edges overall, G contains only edges from
the basic graph. !

Assertion 33. There is a unique edge-minimal I-cover of DO with at most k = 3p + m edges )* there is a unique exact set
cover in the corresponding set cover instance with p sets and m elements.

Proof. By Assertion 32, no I-map of DO has less than 3p + m edges. For every I-map G of DO with exactly 3p + m edges,
Assertion 31(2) says that the collection {c : C has outdegree 1} is a partition of the universe. Thus an I-map of DO with at
most 3p + m edges determines a unique exact set cover. Conversely, if there is an exact cover {c1, . . . , cm} for U, then there
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is an I-map G of DO with exactly 3p + m edges, where 3p edges are of the form X . Ci, with x + ci, and m edges are of the
form Ci . R for i = 1, . . . ,m. This is the precisely the graph that maps onto the exact cover {c1, . . . , cm}. Thus for every
instance of UEC3SET, there is a 1-1 onto mapping between I-maps G of DO with exactly 3p + m edges and exact set covers.
So a given instance has a unique exact set cover if and only if the dependency oracle DO has a unique I-map with exactly
3p + m edges. !

We briefly indicate how our reduction differs from Bouckaert’s NP-hardness proof for the problem of finding an I-map
(not unique) with at most k edges. Bouckaert reduces the problem of finding an independent set of size at least k in a graph
G to the I-map problem. In Bouckaert’s reduction, for a given graph G with an independent set of size at least k, there is a

corresponding I-map instance with oracle O with at most
#
n
2

$
,

#
k
2

$
edges. The key step in the argument is to observe that

any ordering of the nodes in an I-map entailing the dependencies inO can have atmost
#
n
2

$
,

#
k
2

$
edges. But his construction

does not constrain the ordering of the nodes, so in general there will be more than one I-map solution for the corresponding
independent set problem.

8. Conclusion

This paper applied learning-theoretic analysis to a practically important learning problem: identifying a correct Bayes
net structure. We presented a model of this task in which learning is based on conditional dependencies between variables
of interest. This model fits Gold’s definition of a language learning problem, so identification criteria from Gold’s paradigm
apply. We considered mind-change optimality and text efficiency. The mind change complexity of identifying a Bayes net

over variable setV is
#|V|

2

$
, themaximumnumber of edges in a graphwith node setV. There is a uniquemind-change optimal

learner # V
fast whose convergence time dominates that of all other mind-change optimal learners. This learner outputs a BN

pattern G if G is the unique graph satisfying the observed dependencies with a minimum number of edges; otherwise # V
fast

outputs ? for “noguess”. Inmany language learningproblems, it is plausible to view themind change complexity of a language
as a form of simplicity [17, Section 4]. Our results establish that the mind-change based notion of simplicity for a Bayes net
graph G is the inclusion depth of G, which is measured by the number of edges absent in G. Using the number of edges as a
simplicity criterion to guide learning appears to be a new idea in constraint-based Bayes net learning research.

The technicallymost complex result of the paper shows that an exact implementation of the uniquemind-change optimal
learner # V

fast is NP-hard because determining whether there is a uniquely simplest (edge-minimal) Bayes net for a given set
of dependencies is NP-hard. To our knowledge, this is the first NP-hardness result for deciding the existence of a uniquely
optimal Bayes net structure by any optimality criterion.
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